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Introduction

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Congress 
enacted a record amount of emergency spending 
in relatively short order. Combined, the four relief 
packages provided over $2.4 trillion in relief for health 
care and for programs to forestall a feared economic 
depression. A common refrain which still echoes is 
that “now is not the time for deficit reduction.” There 
is a good argument for applying this rule to legislation 
addressing the immediate health and economic 
crisis, but an overview of Congress’s recent legislative 
workload shows that lawmakers are applying it across 
the board.

An analysis of recent cost estimates published by the 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) finds an agenda 
heavy on new spending. Thirty-six of the 53 legislative 
estimates published over the past six weeks included 
additional costs for taxpayers. The cost estimate with 
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NTUF analyzed the legislative 
cost estimates published by CBO 
over a six-week period through 
June 26, 2020 to identify bills 
that would create new programs 
or governmental activities, 
as well as their net impact on 
spending.

Two-thirds of the bills—36 out 
of 53 cost estimates—included 
additional costs for taxpayers, 
including the $3 trillion HEROES 
Act, plus a total of $184 billion 
from the other proposals.

Most of these estimates 
were produced pursuant to 
congressional action before the 
worst impacts of the COVID-19 
pandemic, but even then, CBO 
had warned of trillion-dollar 
deficits for 2020 and beyond. 

Key Facts:



the largest price tag was for House Democrats’ Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus 
Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act, which would hike outlays by over $3 trillion. The 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Enhancement Act (PPACE Act) would increase five-
year outlays by over $167 billion. The remaining bills would boost spending by over $17 billion 
over the next five years.

Most of these proposals were sent for scoring before mid-March when quarantines and economic 
lockdown policies went into effect and deficits exploded. But long before “coronavirus” was 
a household word, lawmakers were warned by CBO of trillion-dollar single-year deficits as 
far as the eye can see and significant debt problems in the future. The annual deficit is now 
likely to surpass $4 trillion, but there is little evidence that lawmakers are taking the larger 
deficit into consideration. The snapshot of Congress’s workload through CBO’s cost estimate 
is indicative of how little thought is put into finding ways to offset spending.

Methodology

NTUF examined CBO’s cost estimates over a six week period, from May 15 through June 26, 
for their net five-year impact on spending and to identify whether each underlying proposal 
was creating a new program, activity, or regulation, or whether it was expanding an existing 
program. During this period, CBO released 57 cost estimates for legislative proposals.1 Three 
of the reports were excluded from this analysis because they only pertained to the minimal 
direct spending and revenue impacts of the proposals. These reports did not include an 
estimate of the significant discretionary spending included in the proposals.2 The initial June 
24 cost estimate for the House Democrat’s PPACE Act was excluded because the proposal was 
subsequently amended and re-examined by CBO on June 26.3

Bills to Increase Spending 

Thirty-six legislative proposals – two-thirds of the 53 most recently published cost estimates 
– would increase spending. Ten of these increase spending levels of existing programs, 20 
create new programs or activities, and six bills would do both.

By far, the most expensive of the bills recently analyzed by CBO was the HEROES Act, passed 
by the House on May 15, 2020. CBO estimated it would result in a $3.1 trillion surge in 
spending. As NTUF noted in a recent issue brief, the bill is loaded with spending unrelated 
to the current crisis.4

As noted, the PPACE Act would boost outlays by $167.4 billion over the next five years. The 
bill, passed by the House on June 29, would permanently expand the Affordable Care Act and 
create taxpayer-backed incentives for a significant expansion of Medicaid. Among the recent 
bills scored by CBO, this is the only proposal that includes a net spending offset. However, the 
net outlay savings occur outside of the five-year window and are highly suspect.

On paper, CBO’s cost estimate determined that the bill would, on net, reduce outlays over ten 
years, primarily due to a provision to establish a price negotiation regime for drugs in Medicare 
plans. Rather than providing for an actual negotiation, the bill would create a price-setting 
1 CBO’s cost estimates were obtained from a browsable directory on its website, https://www.cbo.gov/cost-estimates.
2 These include the pay-as-you-go estimates for H.R. 7120, the George Floyd Justice in Policing Act of 2020, H.R. 7301, the Emergency 
Housing Protections and Relief Act of 2020, and S. 4049, National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2021.
3 The amendment would, on net, decrease the five-year cost of the original version by over $4 billion by making recipients of Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals to eligibility for certain benefits in the bill (an increase of $3.5 billion), decreasing by one-year a provision in 
section 204 providing for primary care pay increase (a decrease of $9 billion relative to the original version) and adding new spending for 
supporting increased innovation ($1.98 billion).
4 Wilford, Andrew, et al., “Pelosi Coronavirus Bills Represent Big Government Wish Lists,” National Taxpayers Union Foundation, June 1, 
2020. https://www.ntu.org/foundation/detail/pelosi-coronavirus-bills-represent-big-government-wish-lists.
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scheme. Manufacturers that do not comply would be hit with a massive excise tax. Under 
CBO’s estimate, these provisions would reduce federal spending by nearly $529 billion over 
the decade, with 93 percent of savings appearing in the latter years of the projection. In a letter 
regarding an earlier version of the proposal in H.R. 3, CBO noted several points of uncertainty 
regarding the savings estimate, including the possibility that pharmaceutical manufacturers 
“might respond to the negotiation process in ways that CBO has not considered.”5 CBO also 
noted that there would be an impact on innovation with fewer drugs coming to market. Any 
drugs newly launched on the market would likely have significantly higher prices as well.

The third most expensive cost estimate was for the Great American Outdoors Act, which 
was passed by the Senate on June 17, 2020. This proposal would create a new fund to pay 
for maintenance in federal parks and lands and provide permanent funding for a separate 
conservation fund. CBO estimates that it would boost spending by nearly $6 billion over the 
next five years and its cost would top $17 billion over the decade. An amendment to provide 
for a funding offset through park fees was not approved, and the Senate voted to waive 
budgetary enforcement rules on the floor so that the package could move forward.

The remaining bills would increase outlays by a net of $5.5 billion over five years, including 
a boost in spending for NASA, new energy research grants, statehood for Washington, D.C., 
and new conservation programs. A summary of the twelve most expensive bills is included 
in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Top Twelve Proposals with the Most Expensive Cost Estimates

Bill Name Summary New 
Program 
or 
Activity?

Five-Year 
Spending 
Impact (in 
millions)

H.R. 6800, 
HEROES Act

The HEROES Act is an appropriation legislation that provides 
supplemental funding for current programs, extends funding 
for multiple programs, and creates new programs.

Yes, and 
increases 
existing 
spending 
programs

$3,071,000

“Patient 
Protection and 
Affordable Care 
Enhancement 
Act, 
as Amended 
by Amendment 
Number 6”

To expand and make permanent the refundable premium tax 
credits in the Affordable Care Act, expand Medicaid, and for 
other purposes.

Yes, and 
increases 
existing 
spending 
programs

$170,850

Great American 
Outdoors 
Act, Senate 
Amendment 
1617 to H.R. 
1957, the 
Taxpayer First 
Act of 2019

Establishes a new National Parks and Public Land Fund and 
permanently funds the Land and Water Conservation Fund.

Yes $5,870

5 Swagel, Phillip, “Letter to the Honorable Frank Pallone Jr Re: Effects of Drug Price Negotiation Stemming From Title 1 of H.R. 3, the Low-
er Drug Costs Now Act of 2019, on Spending and Revenues Related to Part D of Medicare,” Congressional Budget Office, October 11, 2019. 
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-10/hr3ltr.pdf.

https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-10/hr3ltr.pdf
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56383
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2020-06/Combined%20Tables.pdf
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56405
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-10/hr3ltr.pdf


S. 2800, 
National 
Aeronautics 
and Space 
Administration 
Authorization 
Act of 2019

Authorizes appropriations totaling $22.8 billion in 2020 
for activities of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) and would establish a new low-Earth 
orbit commercialization program and authorize NASA to 
conduct a science mission to Mars.

Yes, and 
increases 
existing 
spending 
programs

$3,098

H.R. 5428, Grid 
Modernization 
Research and 
Development 
Act of 2019

H.R. 5428 would require the Department of Energy (DOE) to 
administer several research, development, and demonstration 
grant programs aimed at modernizing the electric grid, 
including smart grid modeling, developing hybrid energy 
systems, and technologies to integrate electric vehicles onto 
the electric grid.

Yes $1,223

H.R. 4957, 
Native American 
Child Protection 
Act

Requires the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health 
Service to provide grants to tribal governments and 
organizations to combat child abuse, child neglect, and family 
violence affecting tribes

Yes $420

S. 3418, STORM 
Act

Creates two new revolving funds. State agencies would use 
those funds to make low-interest loans to local governments 
to finance projects designed to mitigate damage from future 
disasters.

Yes $314

S. 2971, CAPTA 
Reauthorization 
Act of 2019

S. 2971 would reauthorize and amend the Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA) and the CAPTA 
Reform Act of 1978. The bill would specifically authorize the 
appropriation of $1.2 billion over the 2020-2025 period for 
existing programs and would authorize the appropriation of 
whatever amounts are necessary to administer a new Family 
Violence Prevention and Services program. CBO estimates 
that agencies spent $416 million for those activities in 2020. 
On net the bill would increase authorizations by $192 million 
over five years.

Yes, and 
increases 
existing 
spending 
programs

$192

S. 430, Secure 
Rural Schools 
Reauthorization 
Act of 2019

Authorizes an increase in payments under the Secure Rural 
Schools (SRS) program.

No, 
increases 
existing 
spending 
programs

$69

H.R. 5347, 
Disadvantaged 
Community 
Drinking Water 
Assistance Act

The bill would authorize the appropriation of $20 million 
annually over 2021-2025 for the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR), 
to establish and operate a drinking water assistance program 
for disadvantaged communities.

Yes $63

H.R. 6133, STEP 
Improvement 
Act of 2020

H.R. 6133 would authorize the appropriation of $30 million 
each year from 2021 through 2024 for the State Trade 
Expansion Program, a grant program administered by 
the Small Business Administration (SBA) that assists small 
businesses with exporting goods and services. CBO reports 
the program will spend $19 million in 2020. Through 2024, 
the program would boost authorizations by a net of $41 
million.

No, 
increases 
an existing 
spending 
program

$41

H.R. 5803, 
Washington, 
D.C. Admission 
Act

Admits Washington D.C., as the 51st state of the United States 
with the name Washington, Douglass Commonwealth, and 
provides the state with two new Senators and replaces D.C. ‘s 
delegate with a representative.

No, 
increases 
an existing 
spending 
program

$41
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The remaining 17 bills had either little or no impact on the budget, including six bills to 
create a new federal program or activity, including a low-cost study and a new reporting 
requirement that would increase administrative expenses, but the agency has the authority 
to impose user fees.

Table 2. Recent CBO Estimates for Proposals Establishing New Federal Programs or Activities but 
Little or No Budgetary Impact

Bill Name Summary New 
Program or 
Activity?

Budget 
Impact

H.R. 3675, Trusted 
Traveler Reconsideration 
and Restoration Act of 
2019

H.R. 3675 would require the Government 
Accountability Office to conduct a review of the 
Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) trusted 
traveler programs, which expedites the security 
process at airports.

Yes - new 
study

Less than 
$500,000

H.R. 5126, DESCEND Act 
of 2020

R. 5126 would make it unlawful to fish, 
commercially or recreationally, for reef fish in the 
Gulf of Mexico without a device to safely return 
discarded fish to the water at a depth sufficient 
for the fish to recover from barotrauma. ... The 
bill also would direct the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the 
National Academies of Science to study and report 
to the Congress on the mortality of discarded 
fish in the Gulf of Mexico reef fisheries. Following 
that study, NOAA and the Gulf of Mexico Fishery 
Management Council would be required to 
create new guidance for collecting information 
and monitoring the effectiveness of barotrauma 
reducing devices.

Yes, a new 
regulation 
and a new 
report

Less than 
$500,000 
over the 
2020-2025 
period

H.R. 5802, TSA Child 
CARE Act

H.R. 5802 would require the Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA) to commission an 
assessment of its child care policies, procedures, 
and practices for personnel who are parents, 
expecting parents, or guardians who need child 
care for dependent minors.

Yes, a new 
study

Less than 
$500,000 
over the 
2020-2025 
period

H.R. 5804, DHS Blue 
Campaign Enhancement 
Act

DHS is currently carrying out activities similar 
to those required by the bill. Using information 
about those efforts, CBO estimates that any new 
activities required under the bill would not require 
substantial action by the department.

Yes Less than 
$500,000 
over the 
2020-2025 
period

H.R. 5824, Federal Law 
Enforcement Training 
Research and Reporting 
Act of 2020

H.R. 5824 would require the Director of the 
Federal Law Enforcement Training Centers 
(FLETC) to conduct research and development of 
a technology that would increase participation 
in training offered to state, local, and tribal 
communities.

Yes Low cost

H.R. 5930, Workforce 
Investment Disclosure Act 
of 2020

H.R. 5930 would require public companies to 
disclose in their annual reports to the Securities 
and Exchange Commission certain policies, 
practices, and performance information related 
to human capital management, including 
data on workforce demographics, skills, and 
compensation.

Yes, a new 
reporting 
requirement

Offset with 
user fees
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The remaining eleven bills with no significant impact on spending include proposals to: 

• Establish a new federal crime related to the use of prohibited substances in 
certain international sports competitions (H.R. 835);

• Withdraw federal land from hardrock mining laws (H.R. 2640);

• Designate the “National Pulse Memorial (H.R. 3094);

• Void three regulations related to endangered species (H.R. 4348);

• Authorize the nonprofit Women Who Worked on the Home Front Foundation 
to establish a commemorative work (H.R. 5068);

• Formalize a current DHS program regarding certain threat assessments (H.R. 
5736);

• Expand the definition of eligible Airport Improvement Program costs to 
include contractor incentive payments (H.R. 5912);

• Elevate a Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat Anti-Semitism to the rank of 
ambassador (S. 238);

• Authorize the President to impose sanctions on individuals who are responsible 
for holding U.S. nationals hostage (S. 712);

• Clarify eligibility requirements for financial assistance to commercial fisheries 
(S. 2346); and

• Extend an expiring Federal Trade Commission international information 
exchange program at current funding levels of $100,000 per year (S. 3132). 

The Budget Outlook Was Already Terrible before the Pandemic

Most of these cost estimates were published pursuant to Congressional action on legislation 
before mid-March when social distancing policies went into effect around the nation. CBO 
had already warned of massive deficits for 2020 long before the worst of COVID-19’s health 
and economic impacts. CBO regularly produces budget outlooks and since at least the spring 
of 2018, the agency has warned that annual deficits could regularly exceed $1 trillion. 

CBO’s Pre-COVID-19 Projections of Deficits for FY 2020 Deficit 
(in billions)

April 2018                January 2019            May 2019               August 2019       January 2020           March 2020

$1,008 

$903 $892 

$1,008 $1,015 
$1,073 

  * Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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Nevertheless, CBO’s recent cost estimates illustrate that Congress has paid little heed to 
runaway spending despite the forecast of a trillion-dollar deficit. Because of the pandemic, the 
budget situation is now dramatically more precarious. CBO estimates that the four major bills 
enacted in response to the pandemic and social distancing restrictions will add $2.4 trillion 
to the deficit. There could also be further revenue hits as economic activity and employment 
lag significantly behind what was expected prior to the spread of COVID-19.

But even under the post-coronavirus fiscal reality, there have been attempts to re-classify 
funding for ongoing programs as “emergency spending” in order to skirt budget enforcement 
procedures. Additional proposals like the HEROES Act and the Great American Outdoor 
Act as scored by CBO, plus a recently-unveiled $500 billion dollar House bill package for 
infrastructure and a bicameral “Endless Frontier Act” proposal for $110 billion new research 
spending, show there’s little attention to protecting taxpayers from massive tax hikes down 
the road to pay for spending today.

Conclusion

Congress has a ready explanation for recent spending to combat the worst health and economic 
impacts of COVID-19. However, CBO’s analyses show legislators have paid little attention to 
trimming other spending even in the face of calamitous debt levels. Moving forward, Congress 
must begin the difficult work of cutting expenditures to save taxpayers from a fiscal disaster 
to match the public health disaster they’re suffering through today.
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